AUTOCLAVE DE PAILLASSE DENTAIRE

TR3018H steam Sterilizers
European standard class B
Three times of pulsation pre-vacuum and after-vacuum drying function, which can make the
minimum vacuum of the sterilization equipments achieve –0.80 bar and the left air is less than
0.15%. it improves the osmosis of the steam, and it can also sterilize the poly-hole fabric and thin
long channel equipment more thoroughly.
Excellent spraying stream maker, which makes the stream faster and more efficient.
Automatic display of error information makes it convenience for self-maintain.
6 ways of sterilization programs make the machine easy for operation.
Technique parameter:
Chamber size: Φ250×350mm
Chamber capacity: 18L
Tray: 285×185×27mm
Voltage: 220VAC
Power: 1600W

TR1018H Steam Sterilizers
European standard class S
One time of pre-vacuum and after-vacuum drying function, which is suitable for the sterilization of
non-hollow equipment, hollow equipment, small poly-hollow equipment, A type hollow equipment
and B type hollow equipment with professional envelope.
Excellent spraying stream maker, which makes the streamfaster and more efficient.
Automatic display of error information makes it convenience for self-maintain.
6 ways of sterilization programs make the machine easy for operation.
It has a key of vacuum testing program, which is easy for such a test. And it also has a key to quit
when the emergency happens.
Technique parameter:
Chamber size: Φ250×350mm
Chamber capacity: 18L
Tray: 285×185×27mm
Voltage: 220VAC
Power: 1600W

Le fabricant et nous même, nous réservons le droit de modifier le produit en vue d’une amélioration
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AUTOCLAVE DE PAILLASSE DENTAIRE
TR3017B Steam Sterilizers
European standard class B
With 3-timers pre-vacuum preceding vacuum drying, residual humidity is ＜0.15%;
Vacuum measurement reaches-0.92bar, it sterilizes and sanitizes miscellaneous packed or
unpacked medical instruments, whether solid or A-type hollow, whether with multi-apertures or
inset pipes. It efficiently rid air form every hollows area of any hollow instrument, such as handpiece, making sure that water steam reaches every corner.
It is installed with BOWIC & DICK which measures the penetration of water steam.
Mini printer can be attached to record the process of sterilization.
Electrical door
Technique parameter:
Type: 17 Liters
Mains Supply: 220VAC ± 10%
Power consumption 1500W
Chamber dimensions/volume 238mm/16L
Tray size(mm) 300x190x20
Distilled water tank/Used water tank: 2.6L/2.6L

TR1017S Steam Sterilizers
European standard class S
With one times pre-vacuum and vacuum drying, residual humidity is ＜0.2%;
Vacuum measurement reaches –0.8bar, It can be used for solid or hollow instruments in special
envelop packets, small devices with many apertures, A-type hollow or B-type hollow instruments.
IT is installed with BOWIC & DICK which measures the penetration of water steam, Mini
printer(option) ca be attached to record the sterilizing process.
Electrical door
Technique parameter:
Type: 17 Liters
Mains Supply: 220VAC ± 10%
Power consumption 1500W
Chamber dimensions/volume 238mm/16L
Tray size(mm) 300x190x20
Distilled water tank/Used water tank: 2.6L/2.6L

Le fabricant et nous même, nous réservons le droit de modifier le produit en vue d’une amélioration
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